
 

This is for Jo Cox, whose memory we cherish.  

The Hard Right is on the move, encouraged by the policies and positions of this appalling 

government, and the times they are a-worrying.  

In June 2020 let us be clear about 2 fundamental truths.  

 -  The unelected Dominic Cummings is setting the policies for the Government of the UK 

during the pandemic year of 2020 and has been for some time. He is the unelected 

puppet master and God only knows who is pulling his strings. 

- In the four elections since 2010 the Hard Right has each time been handed it on a 

plate because the rest of us have failed to work out a way of working together, 

united in a Progressive Alliance. 

Here is an adaption of an old and familiar campaign song to help us to fulfil the job of 

folk music - ‘to comfort the disturbed and to disturb the comfortable’ (W. Guthrie). 

The spirits of Joe Hill (7th October 1879 – 19th November 1915) and  

Jo Cox ( 22 June 1974—16 June 2016 ) are as alive and needed now as they have been 

since they were murdered for what they believed in. 

Our aim is to get as many people singing and separately recording this song to keep the 

message of Jo Cox alive. Please send  your video recordings ( key C. 120 bpm) to 

peacethroughfolk@gmail.com  so that we can load them on to the Peace through Folk 

Youtube channel and eventually develop into an ensemble piece .  

Do also post your version on facebook. 

      thanks.  

 Malc   

- Peace through Folk (call me on 07494 738 939 if you have any queries) 

Recordings on Youtube so far (follow the links to play) 

Pete Morton and Phoebe Rees https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96ZeGNHvbFA  

Rich Heady  https://youtu.be/bYU1L3zcrvE  

Rick Ford  https://youtu.be/F7FsFbNBX6A  

Moose Rosser  https://youtu.be/p5RT9EbT9wY  
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Key of C,   =  120bpm 

 

 


